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Abstract 
AUSTRALIA 
The two outstanding Australian books of the year are autobiographies, but they're even farther apart than 
their respective origins in Sydney and Perth. No doubt for many readers one of the disappointments of 
Patrick White's 'long awaited' Flaws £n the Glass Qonathan Cape) was the absence of an index. Potential 
victims and bystanders, salivating alike, will find no list of 'name' targets of this sharpest of Australian 
writers who admits he forgets nothing: no more than a few perfunctory and occasionally parodic 
footnotes. 
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The Year That Was 
AUSTRALIA 
The two outstanding Australian books of the year are autobiographies, 
but they're even farther apart than their respective origins in Sydney and 
Perth. 
No doubt for many readers one of the disappointments of Patrick 
White's 'long awaited' Flaws £n the Glass Qonathan Cape) was the 
absence of an index. Potential victims and bystanders , salivating alike, 
will find no list of 'name' targets of this sharpest of Australian writers who 
admits he forgets nothing: no more than a few perfunctory and occa-
sionally parodic footnotes. 
White has been hardest , after all, on himself. Flaws in the Glass is a 
painfully honest series of overlapping impressions rather than a conven-
tional narrative . Sometimes a sad little book without the grand energy of 
the novels ('long awaited' by whom?) , it's nevertheless compulsive 
reading: the inevitable successor to The Twybom Affair. 
Beside White's record of the artist 's 'difficult business of living in Aus-
tralia ', A~a. ,Facey's relatively artless A Fortunate Life (Fremantle Arts 
Centre Press/ Penguin) reads like a found poem. Bert Facey was 87 in 
1981 when this, his only book, was published. He lived just long enough 
to see it acclaimed unanimously and quite without sentimentality. 
Centring on his experiences in the bush and at war, this is a tough book 
and at times a horrifying one in its details of an ordinary Australian's life. 
Yet Facey can say in conclusion, 'I have lived a very good life, it has been 
very rich and full. I have been very fortunate and I am thrilled by it when 
I look back. ' A Fortunate Life is an outstanding book in any year and, 
with illustrations by Robert Juniper in both its editions, a fine example of 
Australian book production. 
The year's best nOvel, Bliss (UQP), is the first by short fiction writer 
fiter Carey. 'Harry Joy was to die three times, but it was his first death 
which was to have the greatest effect on him.' Recovering from death 
Harry Joy becomes obsessed by the notion that he has entered Hell . The 
idea at first seems familiar, but the treatment is unique. Carey wisely 
avoids the hit-and-run surrealism of his short fiction and slowly develops 
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a VlSIOn unsettling in its ordinariness. At times, it's like a childhood 
picture-puzzle: what's-wrong-in-this-picture? 
If Bliss is somewhat compromised by its nco-romantic Whole Earth 
ending, the problem of endings is one it shares with the year's other note-
worthy novels, among them David Ireland's City of Women (Penguin). 
Here, Ireland evokes a city of-the future very much hke Sydney, and 
peopled entirely by women. Or so it seems. But where do you go after a 
vision like that? Ireland only just gets away with his and -then-1-woke-
and-found-it-was-all-a-dream conclusion. 
City of Women may strike some readers as simply a female version of 
The Glass Canoe (now republished with The Flesheaters by Penguin) , 
and they may see it, in that respect and coming as it does after A Woman 
of the Future, as Ireland parodying himself. But it's an interesting novel , 
particularly in Ireland's questioning of his art and of the efficacy of 
language: concerns of his fiction right from the beginning, but seldom 
given their due prominence in comments on his work. 
Another writer grappling with the problems of fantastic vision, 
Patricia Wrightson in Behind the Wind (Hutchinson) completes her 
Wlrrun trilogy, a beautifully written evocation of the young Aborigine 
who lives half in the spirit world as Ice Fighter and Hero. It would be 
difficult to cap the grim power of the previous novel The Dark Bnght 
Water - the real climax of the trilogy - and , however good , Behind the 
Wind doesn't manage that. Yet Wrightson has taken high fantasy , chil-
dren's writing, and the Jindyworobaks' ideals further than anyone else 
has dared and for those reasons alone the books would be compelling. 
Blanche d 'Alpuget's award-winning Turtle Beach (Penguin) is what 
Thomas Keneally says Australian critics seem to fear , a good solid 
middle-range novel: neither a Nobel Prize winner nor a filler for airport 
bookstalls, and with no substantial pretensions either way. D'Alpuget's 
considerable achievement here is to take a strong Australian female 
character into Malaysia, to have her meet characters equally strong who· 
expose Australian prejudices, and to evoke a convincing southeast Asian 
sensibility. The thing is, though , has she got the ending right? 
And the problem with endings doesn't end there. Tru~ ~Qve And How 
To Get It (UQ.P) is the first novel by short fiction writer Gerard Lee, the 
funniest Australian writer since Thea Astley and Barry Oakley. Here the 
deadpan manner of his naive male characters satirises Okkers, suburbia, 
the bean sprout culture and True Romance. But an only partly justified 
split between some powerful racy material and a heavily italicised 
intrusive narrator suggests that Lee is tussling with a form that doesn't 
suit him as well as it does Peter Carey. It 's finally the sense of the place 
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Brisbane that makes the episodes of True Love And How To Get It 
copere where they do. Always entertaining, but whether it quite makes a 
nov~l is no new question to readers of the new literatures in English . 
Moonl£te (Macmillan), David Foster's award·winning novel , occasion-
ally pretentious but with an intriguing Scots setting, Hal Porter's new 
collection The Clairv.ayant Goat (_Nelson) and welcome reprints of 
Christin~ea4's-A Little Tea A T illle fiWt and one of her most access· 
ible novels, T.h&. Peop_le. with thf!_J}ogs (both Virago) complete the year's 
essential reading in fiction and non-fiction . 
For all the talk of a publishing slump, the year's poetry fares equally 
well. The most widely discussed volume is The Collins Book of Australian 
Poetry (Collins) edited by Rodney Hall. It comes with a good deal of hype 
about reevaluation , an authoritative dark brown dustjacket and a thirty 
dollar price tag. 
Given the superb production, the book is probably worth the price as a 
gift, and the first edition sold out smartly. But it adds little to the serious 
student's understanding of Australian poetry. Rodney Hall has been one 
of Australia's most important poetry editors in recent years and I'm inter· 
ested that he says he read 700 books of poetry over several years in 
selecting for this anthology. But I simply don't believe that the editorial 
process he describes would inevitably come up with , as he does , 9 poems 
by Geoffrey Lehmann say, and 5 by Les Murray or Randolph Stow. Such 
an anthology has no more right to make demands of our time than any 
other. Selections of work by the major poets are quite unsatisfactory due 
to the editor's understandable but misguided wish to avoid familiar 
anthology pieces. An anthology tells us more about the anthologist than 
about his or her subject, and this one is no exception. 
The Collins Book will be remembered only for its higher than usual 
proportion of Aboriginal poetry: a distinction worthy enough but rather 
more modest than its publishers and editor have claimed. 
Far more distinctive is ~n~ Hall's own new collection, The Most 
Beautiful World (UQP). The theatrical manner of Hall's poetry, though 
impressive , often l<eeps the reader at a considerable distance and there's 
a tacit recognition here of the problems which that manner can entail, in 
the poet's awareness of his own range. The poems separate into two 
distinct voices: those in a declamatory manner, 'the sermons'; and those 
in a more intimate, vernacular voice , 'the fictions'. The fictions in 
particular are unusually appealing, as are the musical arrangement of 
the five suites and the offbeat sense of humour. 
A.D. Hope finds a wonderful image in the at first puzzling title of his 
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new collection, Antechinus (A &_ R}. Three footnotes tell us with some 
pleasure that Antechinus is a predatory, forest-dwelling marsupial, a 
carnivore about the size of a mouse that mates during the spring in 
Canberra, and can take 'between five and twelve hours over a single act 
of coitus'. 
Hope hardly needs a poem after that , but the title poem is a good one 
and part of a privately printed collection , The Drifting Continent (1977, 
Brindabella Press) reproduced here for a wider audience. This collection 
drew together Hope's poems with specific Australian reference, and with 
other pieces in Antechinus demonstrates unexpectedly that in late career 
his poetic concerns and Judith Wright's have tended to converge. 
New books by Geoffrey Lehmann, Nero 's Poems (A & R), and Gwen 
Harwood, The Lion's Bride (A & R) , move in directions already strongly 
established in the-ir work , though Gwen Harwood's continued explor-
ation of the power of art is made more urgent here by a sometimes over-
whelming consciousness of death , signalled by repeated references to the 
death of James McAuley. 
R.A. Simpson 's Selected Poems (UQP) is a welcome opportunity to 
review a poet who, apart from h1s prominence in Alexander Craig's 
standard Twelve Poets anthology , is often overlooked. Simpson's combi-
nation of a simple diction , hard-edge domestic imagery and surreal 
vision is appealing, though it can risk slightness, and would be interesting 
to set beside the work of Robert Gray. 
The year's best new poet is Susan Hampton. Her Costumes (Transit 
Poetry/ Wild & Woolley) shows hers to be a poetry of male and female . 
It's tough and ironic and its inclination to break into strai~ht narrative is 
supported here by the inclusion of three prose pieces. They're interesting 
enough and Hampton seems to have been, like a number of poets, 
turning to prose fiction recently (there's more money in it) but her real 
strength is in the poems, and the promise of her earlier selection in the 
Sisters 1 anthology (Sisters Publishing Ltd) is clearly fulfilled in this first 
solo flight. 
Sad to report that with still only one major publisher interested and 
many of the playwrights themselves working on scripts for our lively film 
and television industry, the publishing of Australian plays is at a low. 
And although the publication of good new plays by Ron Blair, Dorothy 
Hewett and Stephen Sewell must be on the horizon , only two appear-
ances are worth noting in 1981; Thomas Keneal,!y's Bullie's House 
(Curreng) , a play that has refuelled arguments over Keneally's portrayaf 
of Aboriginal culture, and Louis Nowra's double bill Inside the Island / 
The Precious Woman (Currency). Both plays are outstanding examples 
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of the Australian theatre's movement away from naturalism and it's 
particularly good to have Inside the Island in print. In dealing with the 
eruption of catastrophic violence in the unreal silence of an enclosed 
community, Nowra touches a sensitive Australian nerve. A man three 
seats in front of me ran from the theatre halfway through the second act , 
screaming 'GARBAGE GARBAGE GARBAGE GARBAGE', and at the 
discussion with the writer and director after the performance, Nowra was 
savaged repeatedly for insulting the audience's intelligence. 'This 
couldn't happen in Australia,' they kept telling him. 'Why have you hit 
us over the head with it?' 'I can't believe in a woman as evil as Lillian 
Dawson.' 
Read these plays. Nowra's metaphors are absolutely central. 
And finally two critical studies. Verna Coleman's rather awkward title 
Her Unknown (Brilliant) Career (A & R) is followed by some lack of 
sophistication in literary criticism, but beyond it is a useful account of 
Miles Franklin's hidden years in America. To some extent a companion, 
and better, book Drusilla Modjeska's Exiles at Home (A & R) at last 
collects work she has been doing in recent years on Australian writers 
who are women. Her documentation is good, her study of minor figures 
such as Brennan's daughter Anne, and more central figures such as 
Franklin, equally interesting. The real frustration is that Modjeska 
necessarily selects the writers who most clearly support her thesis. 
I want to keep asking but what about Baynton, and Richardson, and 





1981 began with some surprises. George Bowering's Burnin~ Water · 
(Musson), very loosely based on the life of George Vancouver, won the 
1980 Governor General's Award for fiction, thereby sparking innumer-
able debates about the value of the award and the nature of fiction in 
Canada. Because I had found this novel pretentious and derivative in its 
experimentation, I had decided against mentioning it in last year's 
summary. The awarding of the prize for poetry to Stephen Sc~s 
excellent McAlmon 's Chinese Opera surprised for different reasons: 
Opera's publisher was a new small press, Quadrant, established by the 
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poet Gary Geddes to sell new books by subscription only. Quadrant 
brought out four new books in 1981, all of them attractively produced 
and interesting reading: a collection of poetry by Martin Reyto, The 
Cloned Mammoth ; a collection of stories, Matinees Daily, edited by 
Terence Byrnes; Dead Ends, a novel by Keith Harrison; and a selection 
of George Woodcock's letters to Canadian writers compiled to 'show with 
an inner eye something of the literary community in Canada as it exists in 
human terms' and entitled Taking It to the Letter. Such a venture bodes 
well for the future of new writing in Canada. 
1981 in general was a buoyant and exciting year for literature, if for 
little else . Poetry dominated the spring lists, with Margaret Atwood, AI 
Purdy, Irving Layton , Phyllis Webb, and Patrick Lane bringing out new 
collections. Trufi Stories (9xford) is Atwood at her most painful and 
political. As the title poem announces: 
The true story is vicious 
and multiple and untrue 
after all. 
Exploring these stories, her persona asks: 
How can 1 justify 
this gentle poem then in the face of sheer 
horror? 
The collection presents a series of tentative attempts to answer this 
question. Purdy's Stone Bird (McClelland & Stewart) also expresses 
distress at the course of civilization, but in the humorous and humble 
fashion for which he has become known. Lane's romantic stance in fu 
~re--.{»lack Moss) and Layton's aggressive_ pose in Eur!!.J!.!_and Other 
.Bad News (McClelland & Stewart) are more tediously predictable . 
Phyllis Webb's long awaited Wilson's BowL(Coach House) contains an 
intense , beautifully crafted private poetry born , she says, 'out of great 
struggles of silence'. Here are fragments of 'The Kropotkin Poems' , never 
completed, 'Letters to Margaret Atwood' , and 'Wilson's Bowl' itself, 'in 
memory of Lilo, who walked into the sea' . 
~
Talonb~,brought out an attractively produced and inexpensive new 
ries of selected poetry and prose by six of what they call the new gener-
lOn of Canadian poets : Frank Dav~The Arches;~ George Bowering's 
articular Accidents; bill bissett's Beyond Even Faithful Legends;_ Fred 
ah's Loki is Bun"ed at Smoky Creek~ bp nichol's As Elected; and 






(Annoyingly, along with Webb's Bowl, they are dated 1980 although 
they came out in early 1981.) Dorothy Livesay's The Raw Edges: Voices 
in Our Time (Turnstone), Miriam Waddington's The Visitants , and 
P.K. Page's Evening Dance of the Grey Flies (both Oxford), demonstrate 
the continuing vitality of more traditional poetry. J.!ly McPherson's 
Poems Twice Told (also Oxford) brings her last two books, The Boatman 
and Welcoming Disaster - Canadian classics - together in one volume. 
General Publishing's Spectrum Poetry Series began brilliantly with twin 
retrospective collections: Eli..Mandel's selection, Dreaming Backwards, 
with an introduction by Robert Kroetsch, and Kroetsch's collection, 
Held Notes , with an introduction by Eli Mandel. (Is Canadian poetry 
really this incestuous? Yes.) We learn that Mandel is 'the 
America-seeker', a radical landscape poet who dares to become 'the all -
journeying shaman' and that Kroetsch is 'an articulate theorist of 
silence', a story-teller whose poems continue because they cannot end. 
These are only the most prominent of an astonishing flood of publica-
tions last year. Even more impressive is the list of new fiction. The most 
outstanding novels by established figures include Marian Eng_el's Lunatic 
Villa.s , Margaret Atwood's BodiLy...Htl1:111...(porb McClelland & Stewart) , 
Robertson Davies' Rebel Angels, W .O . Mitchell's How I Spent My 
Summer Holidays (both Macmillan), and Timothy Findley's Famous 
Last Words (Clarke Irwin). While each is good , Findley's is most remark-
able. At times the sheer brilliance of the writing takes one's breath away , 
as does the audacity of making the Duke and Duchess of Windsor central 
characters in a re-writing of history according to Pound's fictional poet, 
Hugh Selwyn Mauberley, who records his version of events on the walls 
and ceilings of several rooms at an Alpine hotel as he awaits his death. 
Mauberley's narrative, the opposed readings of it offered by the two 
Allied soldiers who discover it, and the larger frame of omniscient 
narration in which these are placed, ensure the complexity of the novel's 
exploration of human values in a world where the divisions between li(e 
and art or truth and fiction are not clearly determined . Where the 
novel's impressive vision fails is in the triviality of much that Mauberley 
records. The banality of evil is always difficult to dramatize, but Findley 
accords it too much space. The verdict : an ambitious failure. 
Atwood's Bodily Harm appears to be the fictional counterpart of her 
True Stories: an inquiry into the roots of violence and our techniques for 
avoiding confrontations with its reality. A serious, compelling, and 
darkly comic novel, Harm examines the implications of two of the 
twentieth century's most popular metaphors for experience: cancer and 
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tourism. In contrast, Davies' Rebel Angels seems slight. Set at a modern 
university clearly modelled on Toronto, it pretends to consider the 
university's role in contemporary society (with the professors as 'rebel 
angels') , through the unfolding of two melodramatic plots narrated 
alternately by a middle-aged priest and his completely unbelievable 
female graduate student. It's fun, but not Davies at his best. Engel has 
also turned to comedy: instead of Davies' bizarrely passionate genteel 
world, she takes the community life of a middle-class inner city street as 
her subject. Mitchell's Holidays, his first novel in ten years, returns to 
childhood on the prairies and the traumas of growing up. 
Worthy of mention are a number of novels by lesser known writers, 
including Joy Kagawa's Obasan (Lester & Orpen Dennys) about a young 
girl's experiences during the forced relocation of Japanese Canadians in 
British Columbia, Matt Cohen's Flowe:!......!!f Darkness LMcClelland & 
S~rt) - more small town Eastern Ontario gothic, and Aritha van 
Herk's The Tent Peg (also M&S) , the story of a single woman in a mining 
camp of men in the far North, told alternately by each of the ten charac-
ters. 
Home Truths (Macmillanj1 Mavis Gallant's selected Canadian stories, 
impressed me as the year's most accomplished shorter fiction. Here are 
stories about Canadians at home and abroad, the famous Linnet Muir 
stories, and an introduction by the author to place them all in context. 
At last she is receiving the attention she deserves - in 1981 she was made 
an Officer of the Order of Canada. In contrast , Jack Hodgins' The 
Barclay Family Theatre (Macmillan), a collection of stories depicting 
'just about every kind of invasion you can imagine', linked to the lives of 
the seven Barclay sisters, was a disappointment after his earlier work. 
W .P. Kinsella's comic stories in Born Indian {Oberon), and Jane Rule's 
lesbian stories and essays in Outlander (Naiad) add to their growing 
reputations . 
.Els.p_eth Cameron's scholarly biography lilJ,gh-.Ma&.Lennan· A Writer's 
Lif!: (University of Toronto Press) was one of the major publishing events 
of the year, establishing a high standard for future literary biographies. 
Also notable were a collection of Robertson Davies' reviews and essays on 
Canadian writing entitled The Well-Tempered Critic (McClelland & 
Stewar!}.L edited by Judith Skelton Grant; a collection of essays by and 
ai>ffirtRudy Wiebe called A Vozce in the Land (NeWest), edited by W .J. 
Keith; a collection of essays on Violence in the Canadian Novel 
(Memorial University)~ edited by Terry Goldi~ and Virginia Harger-
Grinling; and Leslie Monk.man's A Native Heritage : Imgges _gf the 
!ndian in English-Canadian Literature (University of Toronto). Alto-
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gether an exciting, productive and promising year! 
DIANA BRYDON 
NEW ZEALAND 
A strong New Zealand tradition in the writing of short fiction has been 
reinforced in 1981 by work from both established writers in the genre and 
from newcomers. Vincent O'Sul~ follows his first collection with 
Dandy Edison for Lunch in which the title story and 'The Witness Man' 
stand out in a book of high quality. The author assumes a wide variety of 
personae in these stories, typically viewing some small human incident 
through the eyes of the crass, the insensitive, the materialistic oppor-
tunist: the complacent narrator of Dandy Edison's tragedy is exemplary. 
C.K. Stead has collected stories written over twenty years as Five [or thf!_ 
S..ym}lQLJ in an attractive edition by L.Q!!gl12an Paul. Widely different in 
presentation, these stories , explains Stead, are linked as in the metaphor 
of the pentagram where 'you must make your pen keep changing 
direction quite radically without losing a sense of the overall design'. The 
prose lends solid support to Stead's high achievements in poetry and 
scholarship - more of that below. 
Ian Wedde's The Shirt Factory includes the prize winning novella 
'Dlck Seddon's great Clive', along with nine other stories all experi-
menting with the possibilities of the genre . Other young writers who 
published first collections of prose last year included Chris Else, Dreams 
of Pythagorus and poet Barry Southam, Mixed Singles. Retired teacher, 
conservationist, novelist (A Song in the Forest) and poet, Peter Hooper 
has an engaging collection, The Goat Paddock, and Other Stories; Witi 
Ihimaera's The New Not Goes Fishing gets into paperback (Heinemann), 
and John Barnett has edited an eclectic collection, including some of 
these, and others, as All the Dangerous Animals are in Zoos . 
Two definitive publications are Dan Davin's Selected Stories, and , the 
jewel in the diadem, the Collected Stories of Mcrurice DUggan, edited 
and introduced by Karl Stead. This latter magruficent volume allows us 
to appreciate the quality Ofthe 'small successful things' ('Beginnings') 
that this craftsman achieved in a short enough lifetime. Duggan 
describes the creative force in his 'Beginnings' essay: 'sometimes the light 
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invades through green bars and there inexplicably, beginnings lie ; if I 
will be different before the page; if I will wait and in whatever unease 
allow the flooding of the senses , allow the daemon to enter; and set to 
work.' His 'small output' stands as a monument in New Zealand fiction. 
The novel cannot quite boast such an annus mirabilis , but Maurice 
Gee's follow-up to Plumb quite comes up to the standard of the first of a -possible trilogy, if indeed it does not surpass it. Meg~recovers ground first 
seen through the eyes of Plumb and carries on past his death to the 
ordering of the new generation . The sensibility of the daughter is quite 
different from the stem, puritanical outlook of the father , yet the family 
resemblances attest to Gee's ability as a novelist. Fiona Kidman's second 
novel (after A Breed of Women) is Mandarin Summer and demonstrates 
a marked advance in her skills as a writer; future work from her will 
clearly be of considerable interest. A further new novel is Philip Temple's 
Beak of the Moon, a tale of life as seen through the eyes of the kea, New 
Zealand's native mountain parrot; a bird considered merely a nuisance 
on a camping holiday is more endearing from this point of view. 
Reprinted by Pengl!in are two of Ronald HEK_h Morrieson's four novels, 
Came a Hot Friday, and The Scarecrow; this continues the metamor-
phosis from unknown to widely popular author that the now dead 
Morrieson has been undergoing these last few years. Also reprinted is 
David Ballantyne's fine black comedy of adolescence, Sydney Bridge 
Upside Down. The demand for these reprints seems to suggest a change 
in the New Zealand reader's taste : no longer does he regard the novel as a 
cultural object of high eamestness . 
Denis Glover died in 1980, having completed a seleqion of his poetry. 
Now Penguin has published his Selected Poems (following their popular 
1980 Sam Hunt collection), with a penetrating introduction by his 
contemporary Allen Cumow (also to be found in the Islands double 
issue, see below) . Along with this is the publication of Grover's two auto-
biographical pieces, as Hot Water Sailor and Landlubber Ho. The yea.r 
has clearly been one of final collections and we can expect critical re-
evaluations of many of our accepted literary myths will be made over the 
next few years. I would think that Glover's Selected Poems, as with 
Duggan 's Collected Stories, will see him more highly valued than perhaps 
he has recently been . 
New Zealand's highly respected small presses continue to operate 
against all financial probability; but 1981 was perhaps notable more for 
the younger poets whose collections attracted interest from the larger 
publishing houses, especially Oxford. Elizabeth Smither continues a 
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productive career with two books: The Legend of Marcello Mastroianni's 
Wife, Oxford, in conjunction with Auckland University Press , and Casa-
nova's An/ile,"attractively produced with illustrations by Jurgen Waibel , 
from Oxford. These poems are typically sophisticated , coolly sensuous; 
wit and detachment are her poetic tools, as she dissects ideas of pleasure 
and pain - a recurring image of the princess and the pea seems to 
indicate both the nature of her subject matter and the European bent of 
her imaginative storehouse . Murray Edmond has End Wall , a collection 
I think will assume more ana more Importance as iflnfiftrates the con-
sciousness of poetry readers. And Michael Harlow's fourth collection , 
Today is the Piano's Birthday, again Oxford and Auckland, is another 
book in which a young poet demonstrates his interest in exploring the 
possibilities inherent in the contemporary poem. 
There seems to me to be no clearly definable 'schools' operating at 
present in New Zealand verse . However, two of the above three poets are 
all products of Alistair Paterson's stable. of 15 Cont emporary_ f!!!!!. 
ZJ:.aland EneLs (1980), his introduction to which has sparked a warm 
critical debate (including the odd man out, Murray Edmond, again in 
Islands) here , concerning open and closed forms , and formal interests 
are a common denominator with these poets, as with Ra.b_Jacl<.aman , 
whose_ Shaman and Charlatan (Cicada Pres.!) collects his poetry since 
Hemispheres (1970), and includes, coincidentally enough, 'Casanova 
Imprisoned' , along with 'Arthur the king' and 'Lee: a Science Fiction 
Poem', both previously published as limited editions. Jackaman has two 
volumes of verse forthcoming in 1982. 
_Michael Morrissc:y also has further poems, DreamsJ. from Sword~; 
the logic of dreaming seems to have liberated the imaginations of a 
number of writers during the year; see Chris Else, above, and the concept 
is intrinsic to Harlow's work. A poet, however, who is very much 
concerned with the real is the Dunedinite and Commonwealth poetry 
prizewinner, Brian Turner, who has his second book 4ncestors from 
John Mcindoe. These carefully wrought pieces delineate a region of New 
Zealand that has established a strong tradition in the poem of landscape 
and personal insight. Finally in this group, a highly promising collection 
from Meg Campbell, wife of Alistair, whose The Way Back has been 
beautifully printed on the Campbells' own Pukema_B~r~ss. 
The highlight of the dramatic year has been the performance and 
publication of new playwright, Greg Me~~·~ Foreskin 's Lament , a rugby 
play that came out of a workshop run by Mervyn Thompson and into the 
year of the Springbok Tour. This has filled theatres wherever it has been 
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produced and represents a considerable step towards the establishment 
of an indigenous dramatic tradition. Meanwhile long-serving fighter for 
the cause, Bruce Mason, has had published not only his new play, Blood 
of the Lamb, commissioned by Christchurch's Court Theatre for three 
woman actors, and toured through Australia, but also has collected 
together four of his monodramas as Solo - again typical of the trend of 
1981. 
In the field of literary criticism and related literary topics there have 
been three important publications. C.K. Stead has collected twenty-five 
essays, the earliest, on poet Charles Brasch, dating from 1957, the latest, 
on Sylvia Ashton -Warner (1981) , with an introduction, and called them 
In The Glass Case. 'They are a literary history, and ultimately the auto· 
biography of a sensibility' , as Ken Arvidson has said in a review, and they 
display both the academic quality and the entertaining provocativeness 
for which Stead is so widely regarded. There is also a volume of essays 
and lectures by Charles Brasch s~kct~d and edited by J.L. Watson as 
Tjy:_llniiLJ:Isal Danc.e. The other important volume is The Letters of 
A.R.D. Fairburn, selected and edited by Lauris Edmond, beautifully 
presented with photographs, bfOxford. It gives a fascinating insight into 
both the personal and social history of a man who may have epitomised 
the style of a generation. <Oxford continues too its series on New Zealand 
writers and their work, with Alan Roddick's Allen Curnow and Margaret 
Dalziel'sJanet Frame. They follow the format established by their 
fellows. 
Although not in the literary field, perhaps the most important book 
published here last year was The Oxford History of New Zealand where 
our history is viewed chronologically in essays by sixteen different histori · 
ans, under the editorship of W.H. Oliver; he contributes the final, 
thorough, chapter on our recent cultural history, 'The awakening 
imagination' . 
The journals have been reduced to three. After long enough a gesta· 
tion, Islands came out as a double issue and proved well worth the wait: a 
most important issue, as has been hinted above. Landfall is the long 
serving stalwart, but the quarterly sadly completed its year with the 
death of Peter Smart, its editor since 1977. There is an air of uncertainty 
about its future. Clz'mate 32 was its last issue; in future it will be incor· 
porated with Pilgrims, under the editorship of Alistair Paterson. A brave 
effort by Graham Lindsay was unable to ensure the survival of an attract· 
ively edited Morepork - but rumour has it that the phoenix will arise as 
Parallax, to be edited by Alan Loney. 
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A year that was, not only for some magazines and an editor. M.K. 
Joseph, professor of English at Auckland, novelist (A Soldier's Tale, and 
others), poet (Inscription on a paper dart) has died and, early in the new 
year, Dame Ngaio Marsh, detective novelist, and Frank Sargeson. 
SIMON GARRETT 
PAKISTAN 
As ideological shifts and geo-political realignments in the South Asian 
region begin to make headlines, the cultural and literary life also takes 
an expected tum. The literature itself may show little deference to such 
changes, but the life surely appears for a time unhinged. While politi· 
cians, both the ruling and aspiring cadres of them, argued to no visible 
end the very raison d 'etre of Pakistan, the poets and critics of the country 
indulged in a futile debate - 'Is Poetry a Positive or Negative Factor in 
Pakistan's Development?' Questions supposedly long settled are raised 
again and again; almost all cultural concepts appear to be in need of 
periodic re-validation. One wonders if that symposium held in Karachi 
will be followed up in 1982 by another exciting event, such as one 
possibly given to discussing whether we should bum all existent books 
and libraries and build anew the Islamic purities? 
Fortunately, the writers still have their writing in their own hands; they 
understand the historical imperatives and recognise the place of human 
will and imagination within the constrictive orders of mechanical 
control. Channels of publication are few, often clogged by either obscur· 
antism or lack of scruple or pure illiteracy, but patience endures in the 
end. Several of the writers' current problems were discussed at the 
Academy of Letters' third annual meeting in Islamabad. It remains to be 
seen if a qualitative change in the affairs of the writing community will 
actually come about, and if the various resolutions passed will be imple· 
mented; if, indeed, the writers and writing will benefit in the end. At this 
meeting, the writers were also harangued to 'work for' Islam and the 
Ideology of Pakistan, and that certainly provided occasion for everyone 
to draw for himself/herself the distinctive line between propaganda and 
the writing genuinely creative. And the writers did make use of the 
opportunity; as did the national newspapers, e.g. the editorial titled 
'Problems of Writers' in Dawn of 30 December. 
If we were not quite flooded with the literary output, it is hardly sur· 
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prising in the year of the banning of the tie and other Western accoutre-
ment in Government offices. What wasn't published, or appeared in a 
mangled form, can be ascertained partly by reading the regular surveys 
in the London periodical Index on Censorship and the reports by 
Amnesty International* - a further proof of the painful realization that 
the lack of personal liberty retards literary expression, and that the 
freedom of expression and the growth of literature are indissolubly 
bound together. In a situation where the writers are being asked to 
become, virtually , the spokesmen and apologists of the government of 
the day, the concepts of Aesthetic Distance and Artistic Freedom need to 
be reaffirmed. Surely the writers among the participants of the said 
meeting did nothing else. They recognised that Aesthetic Distance would 
actually translate as Narrative Conscience in the extreme situations in 
certain societies. Luckily, too, even in the most forbidding climate, 
everything is not determined by political weather; and hardly at all has it 
been able to kill off its poetry. Adrian Hussain's (Akbar Raipuri) poetry 
group in Karachi met a few times in the year; unlike Lahore's , the 
American Center there has not given up support of the literary arts. The 
present writer, Alamgir Hashmi , published his third book of poetry, My 
Second in Kentucky (Lahore, Vision/ Vanguard Books). It contains his 
poems of the 1970-1977 period and, according to reports received from 
different ends, the book has been received enthusiastically. Hashmi also 
published his more recent poems in The Pakistan Times, Viewpoint , 
Asiaweek (Hong Kong), Chandrabhaga (India), Terra Poetica (USA) , 
Lotus (Beirut), Akros (UK), Word Loom (Canada), and the Washington 
Review (USA). Several other Pakistani poets published )n magazines 
abroad: Zulfikar Ghose in Kunapzpi, Kaleem Omar in Encounter (UK), 
and Athar Tahir in Pennsylvania Review (USA). Some of Ghose's and 
Hashmi's work has also been anthologized: in How Strong the Roots: 
Poems of Extle (London, Evans Brothers) and 70 on the 70s: A Decade's 
History in Verse (Ashland , Ohio, The Ashland Poetry Press), respect-
ively. 
Over the last decad0u}fikar GhOs§)has emerged as a novelist of 
importance. While his poetry-fans thought he was busy putting together 
a new collection of poems, he actually brought forth a new novel with a 
most curious title, Hulme's Investigations into the Bogart Scrzpt (Austin 
and New York, Curbstone Press). This, his seventh novel, is in a sense his 
first 'American' fiction , after Pakistan-India , England-Europe, and 
Brazil-Latin America. For most readers raised on the rather staid mores 
of British fiction, it proves to be a teaser and tickler, a French fashion 
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washed up on Ghose's verbal shore. Ghose has always proved to be good 
at 'stealing' - in T.S. Eliot's sense of the word. His appropriation of 
elements of contemporary American culture to startling fictional uses 
gives evidence of his superb artistic means. If one agrees to the terms of 
the narrative, there is much fun to be had. Which brings me to Salman 
Rushdie's Midnight's Children, a novel that has been claimed for India. I 
do not wish to contest that claim, but since Rushdie's parents live in 
Pakistan (the filial connections having been so proved), the book sold in 
Pakistan, as they say, like hot cakes; though tasting in the end like a cold 
cake in many an expectant mouth. 'joyce-like', says one, 'masturbatory', 
says another sharp critic; but the pirated Pakistani edition of Midnights 
Children selling at ten rupees below the price of the imported edition is 
proof that 'people like it'. Which is something unlikely to happen to V.S. 
Naipaul's Among the Believers: An Islamic journey, despite its well· 
focused and fairly long reportage of Pakistan. Even so, the latter book is 
also being read widely. 
Critical debate during the year was largely of a theoretical and ideo· 
logical nature. Viewpoint has been central to it, as most of it took place 
in its pages; the participants being poets and critics like Faiz Ahmed 
Faiz, Izzat Majeed, and Nadir Ali. The topics discussed pertained to the 
relative merits of the Urdu and Punjabi literary traditions, and the 
degree of mutual exclusivity practised by them. In a separate short essay 
titled 'Decolonizing Literature', Faiz, who is the Editor of Lotus and 
supervises the work of the Beirut-based Afro-Asian Writers' Association, 
encouraged broadening the scope of school syllabuses by adopting the 
indigenous literature of the Third World, whether it be in English, 
Urdu, Swahili, Sindhi, or French. If some Third World societies have 
sought to eliminate foreign-language literature from their cultural life, 
even as the writings were by indigenous writers, Faiz advocated a policy 
of saner 'gradualism'. He would not support disenfranchizing the indi· 
vidual writers concerned. By stating this, Faiz certainly put his finger on 
a burning issue, one that would require further debate. 
Awards for original works in Urdu have been announced by various 
organizations, such as the Open University in Islamabad, the Pakistan 
Academy of Letters, and the Writers' Guild. The encouragement being 
given to writing in the regional languages is not quite the same as that for 
Urdu; thus, writers' organizations in Punjab and Sind, in particular, 
have sent their resolutions to the Government to patronise greater 
academic and literary activity in the respective languages of the regions. 
While the quality of book-production in the country has been steadily 
declining - and apparently no one has been much concerned -
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UNESCO has taken note. It organised a large book-exhibition in Lahore 
and sponsored a well-attended seminar in book-designing. 
Explorations was not seen at all during the year. We miss it. Iqbal 
Review. a Lahore journal devoted to the work and interests of the poet-
philosopher Iqbal, is one of the quality scholarly publications appearing 
with remarkable regularity. And perhaps the best news in the year for 
Urdu Literature studies was the founding of the Annual of Urdu Studies 
by C.M. Nairn at the University of Chicago. The performance of weekly 
book-section in Pakistani newspapers has been fair through the year; the 
reviews would be better, of course, if stricter criteria were encouraged. 
In Bibliography, there is a significant change. The Library of 
Congress Accessions List Pakistan Vol. 19, No 10/12 (Oct-Dec 1980) was 
the last issue in that series. During last year, it was superseded by Ac-
cessions List: South Asia, beginning with Vol. I, No I in january 1981. 
Faiz Ahmed Faiz has been active in Translation, apart from the couple 
of collections of verse and prose that coincided with the occurrence of his 
seventieth birthday. He collaborated with Naomi Lazard on the trans-
lation of his poems, some of which appeared in Gilt Edge (USA). 
Alamgir Hashmi published his translations from contemporary Urdu 
and Punjabi poetry in Pacific Quarterly (New Zealand) and Translation 
(USA). Ahmed Ali has also been busy on translating and contributing 
essays of a general socio-literary interest to The Muslim (Islamabad). He 
also presented a paper, 'The Novel at the End of the 20th Century' to the 
18th International Meeting of Writers in Belgrade. Alamgir Hashmi 
participated in the EACLALS triennial conference at the University of 
Frankfurt and gave a reading of his recent poems. 
One can never be very far from the main themes of one's own life, 
personal and collective. Death is the ultimate censorship, which under-
standably supersedes both Pre-Censorship and (the recently renamed) 
Self-Censorship: Hamid Jalal, justice Muhammad Munir, and Hadi 
Hussain, authors and critics all, and Josh Malihabadi, the towering. 
revolutionary poet who lived his later years as a banned writer, will no 
longer write. Hamid Jalal did much as a Manto translator; his effort will 
be hard to match. Translation, in general, seems to be faring well. 
Vanguard Books of Lahore are planning to launch a series of English 
translations of literary works in Punjabi, Urdu, and other languages, 
which I hope to celebrate next year. 
ALAMGIR HASHMI 
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The titles of two novels, Amandla (Zulu =_££._wet]~ Miriam Tlali and 
Wa£tz'7]gjor th(! Barbanans by J.M. Coetzee, provide suitably descriptive 
metaphors for a great deal of South African literary endeavour during 
the past year. On the one hand, the Black Consciousness and Black 
Power ideals, which characterized Soweto poetry in the seventies, have 
continued to inspire a spate of prose writing based around the 1976 
Soweto experience, notably Amandla itself, Wessel Ebersohn's Store up 
the Anger, Sipho Sepamla's A Rz'de on the_ Whz'rlwz'nd and Mongane 
Serote's To Every Bz'rth Its Blood. On the other hand, Cavafy's motif, 
utilized by Coetzee, represents a re-imagination of an earlier colonial 
stereotype, that of 'Apollonian' Europe and 'Dionysian' Africa; and the 
stark examination in Waz'ting for the Barban·ans of the paradoxes of 
'civilization' and 'barbarism' has the civilizing force , in an unnamed 
Empire, of maintaining standards by the most atrocious means . If 
Conrad said it all before, Coetzee's novel, like Christoi!,her Hope's collec-
tion of poetry In the Country of the Black Pig , offers an imaginative 
reworking of a theme that is crucially pert"'kent to a South Africa 
agonizing towards alternative 'solutions'. 
The conflicts of racial polarization also inspired_Peter Wilhelm's sho_!_t 
stories At the End oJ the War and ~adine Gordimer'sjuly 's People. The 
latter is a fable of cultural transplantation involving an upper middle-
class South African couple who, having escaped a Johannesburg in a 
state of siege for the relative safety of a tribal village , are forced under 
the eye of their former servant, July, to re-assess the values upon which 
their affluent liberalism was based. Similarly, the radicalization of 
white/ black attitudes has given impetus to Zakes Mda~ award-winning 
plays, collected as We ShalL St'ng_for our Fatherlanr£ and to the 'black 
comed~es ~r ~h.ite tra~edies' of Piet~k l}ys. This English-Afrikaans 
playwnght s bttmg saures,~ Whtt es-On.!J ancL.A7tllpt-or Dye, ran 
successfully at fringe theatres, while his Paradise is Closz'ng Down 
appeared, together with three other plays. in ~!I. Two .• the second 
volume in Steph~n Gr~s ambitious playscript series . 
The existence, since the first South African English writing in the 
1820s, of a radical line of development, one consistently ignored by suc -
cessive 'traditional' anthologists , provided the starting-point for Micha~ 
Chapman's anthology A Century oJSout.hJ J.frican Poetry; this is the most 
comprehensive collection hitherto of South African poetry written in 
English, from Thomas Pringle in the 1820s to the Soweto poets of the 
1970s. In addition , several slim individual collections appeared during 
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the year. ~dl~ Beeton's The LandscC!:l!!!.. of Req_uz'rement covers twenty 
years of this poet's care~ reveals a voice seeking difficult 'require-
ments' amid the flux of contradictory experiences. More narrowly, Sh~ila 
F_ugard's Mythz'c Thz'ngs searches Buddhist landscapes for consolations, 
while Mtutezeli Matshoba's Seeds of War fmds its hopes and fears amid 
the grimy immediacies of township life. 
The a}>ove-mentioned titles all appeared under the imprints of either 
~ker or Ravan both of Johannesburg); and it was heartening to see 
more esta IS e writers, many of whom were published abroad before 
the existence of viable local publishing opportunities, also turning their 
support to the South African industry. (That debilitating colonial bogey, 
of recognition abroad as the yardstick of achievement, is at last dead!). 
Gordimer appeared simultaneously under South Mrican and overseas 
imprints, as did Alan Pat~ in his first novel for thirty years: Ah, but 
yQur land z's beaut:jful is a vivid account, using the 'faction' techniques 
favoured by writers such as Norman Mailer, of South African political 
tensions during the crisis of liberalism in the 1950s. The shorter writings 
of u'JQa Mphahlele_. for years difficult to come by in out-of-print 
editions, were republished as--T..h& Unbroken Song, while the appearance 
of the ~elected Poems of Roy Campbell ensured that the work of this first 
significantly modern South African poet would again be freely available. 
If any poet deserves the mantle of Campbell 's successor, it is Douglas 
Livingstone, who has belatedly received recognition for five collections of 
fine poetry written over the past twenty years. Awarded an honorary 
degree from the University of Natal , he was also the subject of 
u!L Qhapman's I)ouglas Uvz'ngstone- A Cn'tical Study of his Poe_try. Placed 
in perspective, too, was the phenomenon of Drum magazine (The Beat of 
Drum), which during the 1950s nurtured a generation of Sophiatown 
writers. In addition, a selection covering ninety years of black writing 
and commentary was edited by Mothobi Mutloatse as Reconstructz'on. 
And 'reconstruction' was the theme, too, of the anthology edited by 
Mudereri Kadhani and M~ura Zimun~ And 'NJLwJ.heE!Jets SpeaJ!, : 
Poems Inspired by_.t.he.~lefor Zz'mbabwe. (G.wcl.o). 
From the Heineman A WS came South .!ifn'can Peoples Plays. Predict -
ably banned in South Africa, this collection comprises four plays which 
were aimed at 'popular' audiences and performed in the townships at the 
time of the 1976 disturbances. Obviously regarding the works of Kente , 
Mutwa , Shezi and Workshop '71 as 'subversive', the authorities banned 
two of the plays presented here and cited Shantz' in the charge sheet at 
the SASO/ BPC trial of 1975-6. 
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In spite of the socio-literary significance of the Heineman book, a 
notable feature of the 'post-Soweto' literary climate has been the efforts 
by several black writers to learn from at the same time as attempting to 
move beyond what the poet Chris van Wyk has called the 'Soweto syn-
drome'. In this respect one of the more promising books of the year was 
Achmat Dangor's Waz.ting for Leila. Himself a former banned person, 
Dangor presents a harrowing odyssey through the detritus of District Six, 
the traditional Malay quarter in the heart of Cape Town, which, under a 
rigid Group Areas Act , was demolished by the government . Shifting 
from realistic description to hallucinatory sequences, from lyrical paeans 
to a vivid gutter talk , Dangor's search for the Ideal amid the Spleen 
ranges in memory over a centuries-old violation of Cape Malay culture. 
The crucial significance for South African literature of the Johannes-
burg/ Cape Town-based publishing industry, established during the last 
decade, is apparent when we consider the fact that first books like 
Dangor's Waiting for Leila, demanding of the reader a knowledge of 
indigenous slang and local reference, and making no special overtures to 
audiences abroad, would in all probability not prior to the seventies have 
seen print. The excitement of such a literary 'renaissance' promises to 
continue into the eighties. What is depressing, however, is that so few 
international 'South Africanists ' (at the African Literature Association 
Conference in Claremont , for instance) were even vaguely aware of the 
vitality, variety or significance of the renewed South Mrican literary 
activity of the last ten years . 
MICH~EL CHAPMAN 
SINGAPORE 
If 1980 was a good year for poetry, 1981 was a good year for fiction, 
particularly the short story. Altogether five new books of short storieS 
appeared in the course of this year. One of these, A SEAN Short Ston·es 
_k9. Robert YeQ) is actually an anthology of short stories from the 
ASEAN region (Thailand, Indonesia , Philippines, Malaysia & Singa-
pore). On the whole Yeo has done a very good job to bring together, in a 
single volume, stories as diverse as those of Usman A wang (Malaysia) and 
Sionil Jose (Philippines). There are 20 different stories by 20 different 
authors. The distribution by country is not, however, reflective of the 
true state of affairs. Each of the five countries is represented by four 
authors. No doubt, Yeo has included translations from languages other 
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than English, but such an even spread might suggest to the unwary 
reader that the short story is as healthy in the Philippines as it is in Singa-
pore! In the latter it is only recently that we have seen a flowering of the 
short story whereas Filipino writers have been using the form for many 
years. Yeo, in editing the volume, was inevitably, faced with numerous 
difficulties - availability not being the least. Perhaps this accounts for 
the fact that most of the stories selected are , unfortunately, old stories, 
stories that have been around for quite some time. The younger and 
newer writers have, possibly, not been given the attention that some 
readers of Yeo's volume would consider merited. Nevertheless, as this is 
the first venture in this direction (no other ASEAN anthology is as yet 
available, though I suspect following Yeo's lead there will be ASEAN 
anthologies of poetry and drama coming along soon) it is a commendable 
effort. As Yeo himself writes in the Introduction, these stories are mainly 
meant to be read for pleasure . And there is genuine pleasure to be 
derived from the reading. Highly recommended . 
The other four volumes of short stories are all individual collections. 
-r:_he Parting Gift & Other Sj.ories by_ I im Tbean. fu!_o has a charm not 
found in the rest of the volumes. Lim writes elaborately with ample 
descriptions of setting and character so that the reader finds himself well 
in the situations written about. Two of the stories, 'Roast Duck' and 
'Foster Mother' are unusually moving, dealing as they do with poignant 
events which cannot but affect the sensitive reader. If a little unpolished , 
these stories are, nevertheless, testimonies to Lim's astute understanding 
of human character. Most of the other stories are exciting reads but quite 
ordinary and one of them - 'The Day Of A Thousand Hours' - an 
experiment in science fiction, does not really succeed. Lim should stick to 
his forte which is historical characterisation. 
Unlike Lim, the stories of Gopal Baratham are all very readable and 
very polished. Baratham (a neurosurgeon by rofession) has a firm grasp 
over his language and is able to use English ith the kind of confidence 
which many Singapore writers lack. Indee , at times one cannot help 
feeling that Baratham's superb mastery of he language, is also his chief 
shortcoming. The stories are very well era ed and polished to the degree 
that the reader has little to contribute to he stories' success . Most of the 
stories are satirical in vein and one s spects the author feels like a 
modem-day Singaporean misanthrop · m&IJ,ts .sif Experience , as 
Baratham's volume is called , is precisely that : the figments of experience 
presented remain nothing more than figments , delighting the reader but 
also leaving him wanting something firmer, something more solidly 
founded. This is Baratham's first collection and one hopes that his next 
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will go beyond cleverness and ridicule. 
Glz"mpses of the Past is the first volume, in English, of short stories by 
the well-known Singapore wr1ter0~ong Meng Voon . Wong is known 
mostly for his work in Chinese and thts first attempt in English (actually, 
as he states in his Preface, the stories presented here are taken from two 
earlier volumes in Chinese and translated - with some modifications -
by the author himself) is not bad at all. Though the settings of some of 
the stories now appear quaint , in that history has left them far behind, 
the social commentaries contained in the stories still have application . 
Thus the plight of Elder Sister Kuei-ying, in the story of that name, is as 
telling today as it was in the past : elder sisters in the Asian context often 
have to sacrifice their lives for the benefit of their younger brothers and 
frequently the love and the trust endowed by these elder sisters is bitterly 
betrayed by the younger brothers when they become successful men of 
the world. It is a powerful story, with a moral. In fact , most of the stories 
in Wong's collection have a moral to impart, confirming, once again , the 
well-founded belief that Asian literature, at its best, tends to be moral-
istic . One or two of Wong's stories - 'The Mahjong Prodigy' for example 
- strike the reader as being somewhat contrived and lacking aesthetic 
appeal. Taken together, however, the collection marks the beginning, I 
think, of a new era in Singapore literature in English: the availability in 
English, of work done in the other main languages of Singapore. It is 
encouraging to find that this work was supported and subsidised by the 
National Book Development Council of Singapore. 
Rebecca Chua's The N ewspaper Editor and Other Stories is another 
first for its author. Though several of the stories have been published in 
periodicals before, reading them again in a collected form leaves a 
slightly different (and a more impressive) appeal. Chua deals mainly with 
women characters - their problems, their careers, their traumas, their 
joys and aspirations . As a career woman herself she is well situated to do 
this, though it may be advisable for her not to hammer her points too 
hard . In these stories, mainly dealing with psychological problems of 
stress and strain , there is a kind of insistence which can be off-putting if 
done too often. Chua has a grasp of technique and is able to write con-
vincingly about frailties of human nature. She ought to develop these 
talents and not spend too much energy on writing merely impressionistic 
stuff. There is a very long story in the present collection entitled 
(appropriately!) 'Soliloquy' . In parts it is intense and makes good reading 
but on the whole it smacks of over-writing and an indulgence in 
emotional outbursts. If worked out to novel -length the story might 
succeed but in a collection of short stories it proves tedious. 
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Son of a Mothi!I.,.:ffas first published in 1973 and won the National 
Book Development Council of Singapore Award in 1976. It is a novel of 
great stre.ngth chiefly because it is ruthlessly hones,Michael Soh, the 
author, is totally unpretentious and writes almost with first-hand experi-
ence about the extended family. The novel centres around Ah Leng who 
is caught in the web of family relationships. The story is passionately told 
and gives ample insight into the Chinese way of life. It was good to see it 
reprinted in 1981. It is one of the very few works of fiction produced in 
Singapore that has the capacity to sustain the reader's attention. It is a 
pity that Soh did not revise the novel to take away some of the awkward 
phraseology that spoils the writing in parts. 
The Ministry of Culture's Prize Winning Plays. Volumes 2, 3 and 4 
appeared during the year Edited by Robert Yeo, the volumes represent 
the prize winning efforts of the Ministry Play-Writing Competition. The 
plays in these three volumes are quite competently written though none 
of them has the power of the plays in the first volume (published in 
1980). Their publication does, however, underline governmental support 
for local. creative efforts and one hopes that the Ministry will, likewise, 
fund the publications of poems, short stories and novels. In drama the 
most exciting event for Singapore was the production of Nurse Anga-
muthu s Romance - a play adapted from Peter Nichols's National 
Health by Max le Blond and produced by him for the Singapore Drama 
Festival. Nurse Angamuthu's production signalled a new era for the 
Singapore stage in terms of a liberal representation of life in Singapore. 
It is good and heartening to know that gradually the constraints are 
being relaxed. The new atmosphere will make for a healthy all-round 
growth in literary expression. 
Only one volume of poetry came out in 1981: As Long As Rivers Flow, 
a joint effort by two young men, Chew Yen Fook and Samydorai. The 
book is full of lovely photographs revealing the idealism and youthful 
energy behind the poems. Most of the poems are attempts at versification 
and few really impress one as being poems of any real worth. Two or 
three, however, suggest that there is some potential in the effort. Both 
Chew and Samy would be well advised to learn more about the craft of 
poetry so that their future work will be more than rhyme and rhythm. 
The weekly Poetry Comer in The Sunday Times continued throughout 
the year with the occasional good poem showing up. Some genuine new 
poets were discovered in the process and at least three of them are now 
planning individual volumes. Charlotte Lim's literary programmes over 
Radio continued to introduce listeners to writers and their work and in so 
doing helped to make the wider public more aware of Singapore writers. 
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The second issue of SINGA, the official journal of literature and the arts, 
appeared in june. It was a little weaker than the inaugural issue but some 
contributions within it gave it the strength and quality to claim respect 
and hearing. Following the release of the second issue, an Evening of 
Poetry was held during which contributors to the first two issues of 
SINGA read their efforts in public . The event was a mixed success. Two 
Evenings of Poetry and Music organised by the Literary Society of the 
National University of Singapore went down well with the audiences in 
December. Poetry evenings are becoming increasingly popular and it 
may soon transpire that regular poetry readings (either monthly or fort -
nightly) will begin to take place. A book-launching and book-honouring 
ceremony was hosted by the Society of Singapore Writers, as were two 
other functions devoted to a discussion of literature in Singapore. The 
Society of Singapore Writers has tremendous potential to organise the 
literary scene in Singapore and one hopes that it will set itself in order to 
achieve this goal. 
The most negative and damaging occurrence in terms of Singapore's 
literary development took place in the critical arena. Apart from the 
usual reviews appearing in the popular media and the annual issue of the 
Singapore Book World, Commentary (a journal published by the Univer-
sity of Singapore Society) carried a series of articles totally devoted to the 
vicious destruction of local literary personalities. Written by one of the 
editors, the appearance of these articles not only represented an abuse of 
editorial powers but also went to suggest that any kind of effort devoted 
to the encouragement of creative writing in Singapore was sooner or later 
going to be attacked by the self-appointed pundits and custodians of 
local literary standards. It is an absolute disgrace that such a journal as 
Commentary should have allowed such articles to appear. One only 
hopes that the Committee responsible for appointing Commentary's 
editorial board would not allow this shameful state of affairs to continue. 
Singapore's Annual Book Fair grew even larger in 1981 and it is 
apparent now that Singaporeans on the whole are getting to enjoy 
reading. The fact that there is official support for the arts - and for 
literature - shows that the coming years can expect a flourishing of 
creative activities in this direction. On the whole, therefore, 1981 was a 
good year for literary activity. its goodness having been marred only by 
the regretful publication of degenerate criticism in Commentary. 
KIRPAL SINGH 
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